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Preface

This guide was prepared for multiple purposes. Various people can put it to

good use in different ways and at different times. (Some of those users can

add to the copy to increase its value to others.)

The obvious purposes are:

training for instructors before the Club season;

refresher for instructors during the season;

reference for opportunities that arise during the season;

self-instruction for Club guests who wish more involvement.

The manual for Visicalc is not replaced by this guide. The manual is a

useful document; you can learn from it all of the features of Visicalc. You
can use it for reference.

Other books on Visicalc may be helpful to some users. They provide more
examples and discussion than will be provided in one-hour classes and typical
individual work. Such books are available in the library and should be at

hand when individuals are working with Visicalc.

The most important message of this guide, of the prepared activities, and of

the presentation in classes, is that Visicalc is easy to use, enjoyable, and
useful

!

(NOTE: If you've already read the guide for AtariWriter you'll notice lots

of similar material in this guide. That's because many of the good things
about computers and exploration apply to Visicalc as well as word processing.
And some people looking at one guide will not have read the other.)
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Overv i ew

This manual provides information to help you learn about Visicalc with a

group, teach yourself on your own, plan classroom presentations and individual

help sessions, look up advice on handling problems, and otherwise make
exploration of Visicalc an interesting and useful experience for guests at

Club Med.

The rationale sketches the ideas behind the materials, and suggests an

approach which has been useful in similar settings.

The section on arrangement of equipment describes some things that have been
useful in adult education and science center classrooms. You should add your

own advice for others as they use this guide during the summer.

The resources available are summarized. You can add to this set, and some of

the Club guests may make useful additions as well.

The activities are the heart of the class sessions and most of them are
approachable by individuals. Each is described by a "script" that can be used

for class presentations (with your own variations and emphasis) and by

individuals who wish to work on their own. The script is only a guide; you

may want to set it aside after you've learned what you can from it, and
instruct your classes with a fresh approach.

A list of common questions provides a start on what will become a much longer
list before the end of the summer!

Ways of extending the set of samples and other materials may be obvious, but
a few suggestions are made in this section.

The glossary is hardly necessary, but might be useful to some readers.
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Ra t i ona 1

e

One-hour sessions on Visicalc are served better by working with just a subset
of the capabilities of Visicalc. You start out in a game-like setting in

which learning some picky details of the system is quite painless. Not having
numeric tables on the screen at the beginning is helpful: you won't be

concerned about destroying something useful. And the scavenger hunt
appropriately distracts from concerns about "doing things right the first
time."

Exploration of Visicalc is much easier with at least the start of a

spreadsheet already on the screen. The newcomer needs only to make a few
changes in an example, or add specifics to a skeleton (template), to get

r esu 1 ts .

Exploration is better done with someone at hand to answer questions about the

keyboard, the screen, notation, conventions, special features, and anything
that seems confusing. Telling users about things before they need the

information runs the risk of overloading them with information without the
opportunity to use it. Leaving them to struggle for lack of information
results in frustration. Showing a little at a time, answering questions as

they arise, and adapting the presentation to the needs and interests of those
present, works well.

Personal notes are helpful. All participants get a copy of summary
information about Visicalc, and they can write their own notes on it. Those
who come back for a second session or to work on their own will bring these
notes w i th them

.

Success is not measured in number of details known about Visicalc, and not
even in the results obtained, although some will be quite pleased with those
results. Success shows in the sense of mastery over this tool now recognized
as useful for the 80

‘ s . They'll have occasion later to fill in the details of

particular systems as they use them.



Arrangement of equipment

You'll likely be using an Atari 800 with 825 printer (instead of the 1025
printer which, although simpler to use, lacks some features which are nice for
printing out a very large table) . The classroom will have eight or a dozen
systems, each with disk drive and pr i nter

.

It's nice to have the equipment arranged in a way that permits users to shift
attention from their displays to the "front" of the room (wherever they find
the blackboard or charts or whatever may be addressed by the instructor). At

the same time, it's very helpful if the instructor can move about easily,
observing what is happening on the screens, and helping individuals as well as

determining what else might be good for the entire group to discuss.

Each station will have the Visicalc already loaded in the system, a disk of
data files in the disk drive, and a handout for the user.

The demonstration station will have two disk drives for convenience in

copying disks, some "props" (such as an opened disk envelope to pass around
and perhaps a disk drive with the cover off), and some "wall charts" showing
the keyboard, system components and some sample spreadsheets. (These charts
could be made part of the handouts.)

Multiple copies of the Visicalc manual will be handy in case some guests want
to use them, or perhaps the summary cards from the manuals, especially in the
advanced sessions. Technical manuals at each station might be distracting for
the "beginners."

Other publications on Visicalc, single copies only, will be on a library
shelf, at least in the main classroom. These will be helpful to the person
who already knows the Atari and perhaps something of Visicalc, and might
otherwise be bored by the pace of the session for beginners. These books will
be helpful to anyone who wants to do a little reading afterwards. The book by
Donald Beil (blue with yellow lettering) is the text for a semester course!
Other books provide many sample spreadsheets.
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Resources you have

Summary sheets are intended to reduce the need to refer to the manual or

other documentation. They are especially intended for use during the

i nt r oduc tor y , one-hour session, and perhaps a second session. A user wanting
to proceed further with Visicalc is likely to go to the manual.

Activity sheets are scripts for sessions, or parts of sessions, and can also
serve as a guide to self instruction. Someone who doesn’t choose to come to

the introductory session, or wants to come back to review what was explored
there, can work through the activity pages on his or her own.

Disks contain about a dozen samples of electronic spreadsheets. At least at

the start of the summer it is only a dozen samples. Instructors and users
will be adding more to the set:

an interesting variation of one of the standard spreadsheets;

a new activity which will be fun for or useful to others;

a "template ' 1 or "skeleton" of some interesting calculation;

an interesting puzzle or game or even a scavenger hunt!

The Visicalc manual will help anyone who wants to explore all the
capabilities of the system. The summary card with each manual is useful too.
Since they can get misplaced, some photocopies of that card (on two sides of

one sheet) should be kept at hand as well; a master copy is included with this
guide.

Instruction books are more important with Visicalc than with word processing.
It helps a great deal to have an example to help one get started on an
application of personal interest. So the books on Visicalc provide another
resource, and may free the instructor to work with individuals who are not so
advanced as the one guest who is ready to look into the literature!

Sample applications have been selected to represent a variety of

computational activities, and also to be enjoyable. The substance of the
applications should be fun, the substance having something to do with
recreation or travel, and some silliness is ok. And anyone connected with
the use of Visicalc at the .Club might add to this set. Just don't let them
get too serious!
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Activities

In each paragraph below, the word in capital letters is the name of the file
on the disk, at least at the start. (The names can be changed for

convenience, and other files will be added.)

SCREENS - This “spreadsheet 11 provides practice moving about the screen, and
manipulating complex computations in a simple way. The activity begins with a

“scavenger “ hunt in which one needs to move readily about the screen, using
what appears in the “entry" line to follow the trail of clues to the “finish."
We haven't decided what the reward should be; in the original version it was a

“pot of gold" in character graphics, but it took too much space in the
computer memory!

WIDGETS - Complex computations in a simple format. This small spreadsheet
is part of the “screens" file but also available separately for ease of access
and opportunity to expand it. One pokes in some different values of how many
Widgets one can take home without paying duty, and Visicalc takes care of
linking it to Whatsits and handling fees and the like.

MAIL - Bringing the office mail budget under control. This is adapted from
a demonstration for members of the U.S. Congress. You are asked to suggest
ways to bring the budget for printing and mailing under control, and so
experiment with cutting cost of duplication, number of pieces mailed, and
frequency of mailings.

FEDERAL - A summary of the U.S. federal budget for 1982-87. The data are
from the Congressional Budget Office. It fits in the same workspace with
MAIL. The places to cut are obvious (but people in the states just don't
agree on the obvious!). It's fun to work through the entire budget and (using
a “window") watch the effect on the “bottom line!"

GRAPHS - A simple histogram. The demonstration is this workspace is very
small, begging to be expanded. It adapts to whatever “cell" size (column
width) has been chosen. It “normalizes" by checking for the maximum entry to
be graphed and relates everything else to that.

RECIPE - How many are coming over for Margarita's? This simple template is

ready to take the number of servings (in place of 0 ) and will recompute how
much of each ingredient to add. It's easy to add other recipies.

GRAINS - Grains of wheat on a chessboard. How many grains of wheat with one
on the first square, two on the second, four on the third, etc.? The
spreadsheet is filled out and annotated already. Perhaps it's more
interesting to have the user fill out the column by entering the Replication
command to “spray" the values down the screen!

LAPT 1 MES - Lap times for various distances on a quarter mile (or other
track). The screen is already filled with data --and it goes far beyond the
screen! You can enter other distances for the track (or mileposts) and read
the lap times or “splits" off the table. Staff at the club may have better
ideas for aid to sports and recreation activity.
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VELOCITY - Computation of speed of sailboat. Various design parameters
figure in to the computation. The algorithm requires reaching a balance
between heeling and righting moments by successive approximations, a nice
demonstration of Visicalc. However, the arrangement on the screen presently
requires multiple recalculations before the figures “migrate 11 as necessary
across and down the screen.

LOAN - Simple approach to cost of a car loan. How much down? For how many
years? Then how much per month and what is the "cost" of the loan? Will
special interest rates save over another purchase at a lower price?

MORTGAGE - Somewhat more complicated table for handling house mortgage. In

use it has more prompts to guide one through, but the model and procedure are
less obvious.

AMORTIZE - Similar to MORTGAGE.

DEPRECIATE - More than you want to think about money today.

NETWORTH - A personal statement of assets and liabilities. You can easily
replace the sample data with your own, as best you can recall. and a little
selective recall (enhancing assets and overlooking some liabilities) may be a

good thing to do while on vacation!

• • •
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Common questions

Many questions come up during exploration of Visicalc. Some of them are

listed here with one kind of answer. This list should be extended, and

perhaps posted in the classroom, even included on the data disk!

How much can I store in the computer?

You begin with about 21,000 characters in the workspace. It gets used up

quickly as you enter text for labels, long equations, and spread things out

across and down the spreadsheet. Every time you use up another 1,000

characters, you'll see the number in the upper right of the screen (in the

status area) go down by one more. When it reaches "00" you have less than

1,000 characters available. When it's all gone the screen shows "M" for out

of memory. The next time you try to enter something you'll get a "beep."
(You can recover some space by removing text, simplifying equations, and

compressing the table toward the upper left corner.)

You can prepare a table that requires more than 21,000 characters (the size
of the memory) in sections, saving each section on the disk drive as you go.

One disk holds about a dozen large worksheets.

What are the beeps and such? Have I done something wrong?

Visicalc doesn't mean to be rude, but it beeps any time it doesn't know
what to do with the current keypress. And it stops listening to the keyboard
(which is rude but saves confusion). When you find the right key, it

continues. If you want to back out, just press BACKSPACE or ESC or BREAK,

the machine will "beep" at you as it asks: "Are you sure?"

You see that the beeps do NOT mean that you have made a mistake!
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Am 1 going to lose my copy if 1

*
rr. not careful?

Visicalc is rather careful about people's data. It's not likely you'll
lose anything. But here are some situations to watch for:

If you open the door on the disk drive while it is writing, it may get
confused and write in a way that the copy can not be retrieved. A good guide
is not to open the disk drive door when both lights are one. (One light just
says "the power is on" and the other says "I'm busy working.")

If you enter the command mode with "/" and select a storage operation, one
of those available is Initialization of the disk. If you choose it, Visicalc
will prompt you for confirmation, warning you this will erase all the
information on the disk.

One other thing. Experiment all you like with the samples. You are
changing only what is in the temporary memory of your computer. Whenever you
want to go back to the original copy, you just load it from the disk drive:

S L [CTRL-ar row]

None of your changes on the screen (and in the temporary memory of the

computer) will change what is on the disk until you SAVE it on the disk:

/ S S f i 1 ename

And if you use a new name, it will save i t as a second copy rather
than write over the one that is already there.

(You can also learn how to protect from inadvertant changes a file
on the disk, or the entire disk at once. But you aren't likely to need
that feature today.)

Why do I need two disks? With AtariiWriter I used only one.

Visicalc instructions for the computer are on a master disk; when you turn
on the power those instructions are read into your Atari, converting it into a

"Visicalc" machine. The AtariWriter has those instructions on a cartridge, so
to "convert" the machine to a "word processor" you need only plug in the
car tr i dge

.
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Can 1 make a copy of a spreadsheet for someone else?

If you have something you want to share with friends in

"computer-readable" form, that is, a copy on the magnetic disk, you can copy
it to their disk as easily as you save it on your own. That is, you just put
in their disk, and go through the Save operation (/ S S filename).

If you want to send a copy to a friend, you will be sending the entire
disk. You may want to check first to see that they have access to an Atari
with V i s i ca 1 c

.

Can I print out a copy of the formulas?

Since the formulas "hide" behind the cells, calculating what is to be
displayed but not showing themselves, you need a way to list them on the
printer. It's similar to saving a file, but you "save" it to the printer
with:

/ S S P:

--which says: "command, storage, save, on the printer" since the printer on
the Atari is addressed as "P:". This works because the format in which the
data are stored on the disk is one which we can easily read!

What are these errors messages?

ERROR: BAD F I LE NAME
Visicalc is particular about names. You save bother by using short names
with letters only. Special characters such as [* + / =] are sources of

conf us i on

.

ERROR: I/O

An "input/output" error occurs if some part of the system is not turned on or

disconnected. Check to see the pilot lights are on, or the power switches are
on. Check to see the connecting cables are pushed in all the way.

Or just cal 1 out "HELP!"

If you find something else, we'll look it up in the manual.
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When is Visicalc better than doing the job by hand?

Accuracy in repetitive computations.

Increase in flexiblity, options, etc.

Quicker results, in time to influence decisions.

Consistancy in procedures and format.

Opportunity to try out alternative versions.

Why would I use Visicalc instead of a large computer?

Keep closer to the data, entering and manipulating it.

Pursue your own personal approach, perspective, ideas, etc.

Keep the schedule under your control, ie, do it when you wish.

What are some things 1 should avoid?

Complex tables and computations beyond the capabilities of Visicalc.

Dependence on a single disk for crucial data (no backup disk).

Getting hooked on doing it all yourself rather than delegating.

(This may be worth more discussion, but just for potential users
who want to get serious about computers during vacation.)
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Extending the set of samples

The samples included on the data disk, and described in this guide, provide a

starting point for a summer of fun. As the weeks go by, a number of

interesting games, puzzles and practical worksheets are going to be created.
Some of these should be added to this set.

Some of the ideas will come from the instructors. Each class, and many of

the individual help sessions, will generate new ideas for things to show to

make Visicalc more obvious and helpful. Some of these may be discussed among
instructors and used in classes without adding anything to the disk. Others
may work better to have them on the disk for users to load.

Contributions from Club guests should not be overlooked. Some of them
will have the time and interest to create new spreadsheets of interest to
others. And they may be delighted to share them. They should be added to the
disk, or posted on the wall when that is more appropriate.

The authors in Ann Arbor are using related materials in adult education
classes and teacher workshops. They will be generating additional examples,
some of which may be useful at Punta Cana. Perhaps they will send another
disk for review by the instructors, and they will be interested in receiving
comments and suggestions from any of the instructors and users at the Club.
(The address and phone number are inside the front cover of this guide.)
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Glossary of terms for spreadsheets, Visicalc, and computers in general

[(VC) following a term identifies it with Visicalc specifically.]

binary device - any physical device having two states: on-off, yes-no,
true-false. Most computers are made up of many elementary binary devices.

bit (binary digit) - is a digit of zero (0) or one(l), a condition of "off" or

"on," used in computers to represent all information.

byte - a group of bits (usually six to eight) representing a character; for
some computers, a byte is the smallest addressable unit of memory.

cassette tape storage - a cheap and convenient storage medium for
microcomputers. Ordinary audio tape recorders can be used, with the binary
(on-off) signals of the computer converted into tones that are easily
recorded. The Atari program recorder has been adapted to make the saving and
loading of programs more reliable, and also to include audio playback under
computer control as a special feature.

cursor - is a point or line of light displayed on the cathode ray tube and
under the control of either the user or the computer to indicate the point at
which the next display or editing operation is to occur. The cursor is one
means of providing the user with the capability of pointing.

debug - to search for and correct errors ("bugs") in a computer program.
Debugging is often very costly and time-consuming in complicated programs.

digital computer - a device which uses digits to express numbers and special
symbols in calculations and other information processing. A digital computer
is the most common data processor. (Contrast with "analog computer.")

documentation - describes a procedure or computer program, both the internal
process and the manner of use. Accurate and appropriate program documentation
often determines whether that program will be used by others.

down-time - time during which a computer is not available for operation,
usually because of a failure in the equipment. Down-time of more than a few
minutes, more than once a day, especially when it comes unexpectedly, is not
tolerable for serious educational uses of a computer system.

edit line (VC) - in the "status window" at the top of the screen displays
what is being entered into a cell as it is being typed.

entry (VC) - is the contents of any cell in the spreadsheet.

entry line (VC) - in the "status window" at the top of the screen displays
the contents of the cell at which the VC cursor presently points.

floppy disk.- is an inexpensive storage medium using a magnetic disk which
looks like a US rpm record but is flexible or "floppy" and is coated with a

magnetic substance similar to that used on recording tape. Information is

written on or read from the disk by a moveable head as the disk spins at a

high speed in a disk drive.
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formal (VC) - describes the manner in which the contents ("entry") of a cell

is to be displayed (left or right, integer or decimal, etc.).

hardware - the equipment components of a computer system, the machinery as

opposed to the programs which are run on the machinery. (See “software.")

I/O (input/output) - refers to the techniques, media, and devices used for
communication between people and machines (keypunches, typewriters, printers,
plotters, music synthesizers, etc.).

1C (integrated circuit) - a small piece (chip) of specially processed silicon
which contains the equivalent of hundreds or thousands of transistors. The
scale of integration (number of circuit elements per chip) has been described
by MSI (medium-scale integration) LSI (large-scale) and VLSI (very large, with
entire computer systems on a single chip or wafer)

interface - the boundary between different sections of a computer, or between
the computer and the outside world. The circuitry or software handling
communication across the boundary is also called the interface.

initialize the disk (VC) - to set up a blank (or used) disk for recording
information. Any new disk must be initialized (formatted) before it can be

used by Visicalc (or any Atari application). A used disk can be reformatted,
in effect, erased, for fresh use.

joystick - a position-sensing device by which the user can direct the
computer to move a point anywhere on a display screen or otherwise act on the
coordinates of position of the moveable stick.

K (thousand) - stands for 1,02^ when applied to computer memory since it is

usually constructed in units handling a capacity measured by a power of two.

32 K words of memory means 32,768 words of computer memory.

label (VC) - provides textual (alphanumeric) information in a spreedsheet.
Any cells can be designated to serve the labeling function.

light-pen - a photo-sensitive device used for communication with a computer
via a cathode ray tube; it is an electronic pointer.

load (VC) - refers to bringing a data file in from the disk. Any spreadsheet
which has been stored on disk must be “loaded" with the storage command of

Visicalc in order to bring the data back into th machine.

machine language - is the internal representation of instructions in a

computer. Usually the codes (made up of zeros and ones) are different for
different machines.

megabyte - one million bytes (or characters). One megabyte of storage would
hold about 230 pages of single-spaced, typed text (no pictures).

memory - refers to the storage components of a computer within which bits of

information are stored and from which they are retrieved.

modem (modulator-demodulator) - a device which couples the personal computer
(and central computer) to a telephone line by converting electrical pulses to

audio signals (for telephone transmission) and back again.
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operating system - the collection of programs (software) which directs or

supervises the utilization of various components of a computer system and the
execution of other programs.

PC (printed circuit) board - a thin sheet of insulating material on which
copper circuitry has been "printed" so that components (resistors, capacitors,
etc.) can be fastened through holes in the board and soldered directly into
the circuit without additional wire connectors.

programming - the construction and arrangement of elements of a procedure
specifically designed to achieve a problem solution or to demonstrate a

process .

PROM (programmable, read-only memory) - permits a user to store his or her
own program or data in the security of read-only memory by "burning out"
sections of the circuitry with special equipment. (See also ROM and EPROM.)

prompt line (VC) - in the "status window" at the top of the screen displays
whatever guidance (prompts) Visicalc offers as you enter information or set up
oper at i ons

.

RAM (random-access memory) - provides a set of pigeonholes into which the
computer can rapidly place information and retrieve it. The information in

any slot can be changed at any time.
recalculation (VC) - is done every time you make a new entry (in automatic
mode) or whenever you type an exclamation point (!) in manual mode. It can be
done by columns (default) or by rows.

ROM (read-only memory) - hardware fixed at the time of manufacture for
reliable and inexpensive storage of information used by the computer, e.g.,
instructions (programs) used many times. Game cartridges, the Basic cartridge
on the Atari, and other plug-in modules usually contain ROM for storage of the
instructions for the game or langauge processor.

random access - refers to a facility whereby information can be returned from
any part of a storage device rapidly at any time. Disk drives (see "floppy
disk") are random access devices.

remote-access - computing is conducted from a station some distance from the
central site of computer. Remote access computing is usually accomplished
through connection of a telephone line or other electronic transmission
med i urn

.

save (VC) - is done to make a copy of a data file on the disk. It is a

storage operation that requires use of the disk.

sequential access (linear access) - refers to memory for which the storage
and/or retrieval of desired information may require some time to skip past
large quantities of irrelevant information. Casette tape readers are
sequential access devices. (See "random access.")

software - programs (sets of instructions) as contrasted with equipment
(computer components). (See "hardware.")
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status window (VC) - is the top three lines of the screen which provide
information about the current entry, prompts for the next action, and the line
currenting being composed (edited).

storage - the capacity of an information processing system to save
information for future use; also can refer to a system’s storage devices.

tape (magnetic) - used for storage of information in computer systems and on
the shelf. The tape drive, having the physical appearance of an audio
playback unit, is a serial access storage device; it takes some time to pass
over unwanted information when searching for the unit of instruction a student
needs next.

terminal - a point at which information can enter or leave a communication
network; the I/O device used at that point.

value (VC) - an entry which has a numeric value, whether a constant or an
expression which needs to be evaluated.

window (VC) - a part of the screen. The status of one's operations show in

the status window at the top of the screen. The regular window showing the
worksheet can be divided into smalleir windows horizontally or vertically.



ACTivity 1 for Visicalc
Exploring the screen, a map, and a Widget factory
DRAFT 2 June 83 (c) Copyright Atari, Incorporated
Karl L. Zinn, 109 E. Madison, Ann Arbor, Ml 4810A (3 1 3/7^3“^^ 1 0)

-This session begins with Visicalc loaded in the Atari, a file called
"screens" loaded into the workspace, and the monitor turned off.

(Stick-on labels for SCREEN (CTRL) and GO TO (]) are on the keyboard;
a summary page and a diagram of the keyboard for Visicalc are at hand.)

Let's take a look at Visicalc, a very popular application program which is

used for anything from balancing budgets to forecasting return on investments.
In a few minutes you'll be using it to determine how many Widgets and Whatsits
you can take home duty free. Or you might be comparing different loan
options, or reducing a deficit, or ...

--just having a good time mastering another computer application.

In the "trade," the name for something like Visicalc is "electronic
spreadsheet." You don't need to call it that, but sometimes it's nice to know
the words people use.

If you aren't familiar with a spreadsheet, have a look at the one on the
wall. You see rows and columns of numbers, in this case, to determine profits
on a new product over some years. What yob don't see is all the work that
went into computing just what figures to put in what places on the
"spreadsheet." Some of these numbers are just the raw data, but many others
are the result of sums, averages, percents, and more complicated computations.
Visicalc takes care of all that!

(If you can't see the details of the sheet from there, imagine you have a

telescope which lets you look at a few entries or "cells" in the table at a

time. And you can move that telescope around to see whatever parts of the
table you'd like. A magnifying sheet passed over the wall gives some idea of
what that would be like. --But more on that later.)
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Visicalc is a serious tool, but today explore it mostly for fun. You can
learn a lot about how to use it, and then, if you like, come back later to try
various applications for practical purposes. A dozen or more samples are
stored on the magnetic disk which is in the disk drive of the machine you are
using now.

Also you can pick up a copy of the Visicalc package at home and put it right
to work on your own personal computer. Computer stores offer courses in

Visicalc operations, typically eight hours for about $100. But here we'll
spend an hour just for the enjoyment of it. And you can come back for an

advanced session, or to work on your own, or just for more fun.

We can begin with numbers and computations, the way Visicalc typically is

used, or we can begin with a map and a scavenger hunt!

I think today we should begin with a scavenger hunt. Just enjoy the game,
and in the process you'll become more proficient with controlling Visicalc
than you would in the first hour of a typical course! it's a good way to
develop mastery of the system; you can fill in technical details and look at

other examples later. _

Turn on the TV set and take a look at the screen.
(The switch is on the lower right; pull it out.)

You'll see some text; more than you need to read right now.
The important thing is the white bar near the middle of the screen. It's
called the "cursor." You can point with this to most places on the screen.
It's like moving the telescope around so you can see the detail of the table
(or "spreadsheet") .

Find the [CTRL] key at the left of the keyboard (CONTROL). (Perhaps you've
used an Atari before and you're already familiar with this key and control of
the screen!)

Hold down the [CTRL] key and press one of the arrow keys on the right side of
the keyboard. Watch to see what happens on the screen. (If you aren't sure
of the location of the keys, have a look at the keyboard diagram on the back
side of the summary page.)

Then try other arrow keys until you get the feel of moving about the space
that shows on the screen.

Any strange things happening?

(If you try to move off the screen on the right or the bottom?)

(On the left or the top?)

(If you neglect to hold down the [CTRL] key?)

(What about those "beeps" that sometimes sound?)

(If you hold down the arrow key rather than just press and release?)

«•

Just get some ideas about what happens on the screen. Don't have any concern
for what is added to or erased from the screen!
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You've guessed there's lots more space on this "spreadsheet" than is showing
on the screen right now, so let's "spread" it out a little.

Uncover some more of that space by moving the cursor down.
Just hold down [CTRL] and press the "down" arrow key.

You can press repeatedly,
or just hold it down since it "repeats" automatically.
Soon you will bring into view a new screenful of information.

Watch the numbers on the left side of the screen if you want some indication
of how far you have gone.

Go at least to "C39* n

(How do you know when you are there?)

(If you think you've gone too far, just use the "up" arrow to come back up to
"C39 .

")

(Perhaps you have you noticed that the "entry" line at the top of the screen
gives the letter and number of the place to which the cursor is pointing? And
if there is something in the "box" or "cell" (or whatever you want to call it)

at that location, it will show on the entry line as well. It's called that
because it shows you the information that has been entered at that location or

cell.

Perhaps it's helpful to think of the cursor as pointing at the "intersection"
of the column labeled "C" (call it "C Street" ) and the row labeled "39" (call

i t "39th Avenue") .

Some other things may appear on the "status lines" which are the top three
rows of the screen (in the "status window"), especially when you forget to
hold down the [CTRL] key. But you can just ignore them for now.

Just one other thing before we start on this scavenger hunt:

To undo any strange thing that happens on the top of the screen, just press:

[BACK S]

It's the backspace key;

just one letter, so you
backspace key wi 1

1

back
computer) that you didn

it's on the upper right. Each time you will back up
can get rid of whatever you mistyped. Also the
you out of some operation (one instruction to the
t intend.



THE HUNT

Whenever you're ready, take off on the scavenger hunt, keeping track of what
you find. You may have to look around a bit for clues, and for some of the

"treasures 1
' Visicalc hides for you. Visicalc does a lot for you, but expect

this game to hold back a little to make it more fun. Just ask someone else if

you run into problems; we can make this a "cooperative" scavenger hunt!

You're near C Street and 39th Avenue now. To get the instructions for the

next stop, you have to be pointing at a particular intersection on the screen,
C 39 , the one that shows "Now go to ...." --remember that you point with
the cursor, using the arrow keys (and holding down [CTRL]).

When you are pointing at that cell, the full message, the one that is stored
in that cell of the spreadsheet, shows in the entry line at the top of the
screen

.

(You can ignore other information such as the " (L) " and "C". It's described
on the summary page and diagram, but you can wait till later.)

To go to the next location on the map (a cell of the spreadsheet):

First press the "GO TO" key, which is the right-pointing character (the

"greater than" sign in the top row; not the arrow). The top of the key says
"INSERT." It's the bottom half you want; the character you get without
holding down the SHIFT key. (It's on the keyboard diagram.)

Second, look for a message on the "prompt" line, the second line from the
top. (What does it say? --GO TO: coordinate?)

Third, press the letter of the street (the column where you want to go, in

this case the [J] key for J Street).

Fourth, press the the number of the avenue (the row, in this case [l] [8],
using the numbers in the top row.

(This provides Visicalc with the "coordinates" of the place
you want to go.)

After all this you can press [RETURN] and off you go!
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r ^
L A Where are you now?

Move the cursor to point to the cell that says "CLUE:"

What does the status line show?

(You should see:

132 (L) CLUE: Go to 122nd & F ! C

By the way, what does Charlie have for you?
(Make a note of it.)

Now can you get yourself to the intersection of 122 Ave and F Street?

(The first time or two it may not come out right. Visicalc is designed to

make it easy for you to use with very few keypresses, and with very few
messages appearing on the screen. So don't expect Visicalc to be very helpful
right away. It may "beep" if it doesn't know what to do with the key you
pressed; it may change the contents of the clue on the screen; Lt may transfer
you somewhere other than where you intended. But soon you'll get the hang of

it and be glad it doesn't require any extra keypresses or give you more
messages .

)

Now, on your own, following the clues, discover each of the "treasures" and
make up a list.

Each time you need to press the "GO TO" key (>) , check for the prompt, enter
a letter and digits, and then press [RETURN].
(Many of the Visicalc commands will give you a prompt like this.)

You could take off "cross country" if you like, using the map provided on the
wall (and in your handout) . But take care not to get lost in the forest or

the swamp!

If you get a "beep", check the prompt line:

a) If there's no message for you there, you can just start over with the "GO
TO" character.

b) If you see some message, respond to it to continue, or just take the easy
way out by pressing the BACK Space key several times (or press the [BREAK] key
for a shortcut)

.

If you lose your information on where to go next, search around the location
of the first clue; you may find another copy hidden nearby.

You will have found you need to give the letter first and then the number.
And if you hold a key down it will begin repeating, just to confuse things.
But Visicalc won't lead you astray; it beeps to let you know it's confused
about what you want to do, in this case, where you want to go.
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How are you doing?

Have you listed all the "treasures?"

What else have you discovered about Visicalc?

Other questions?

Do you think you could get around without "GO TO" to jump directly
location? Perhaps you tried going with [CTRL] and the arrow keys,

the area does help, and some of the places are very close together
longer jumps take some time, with a possibility of getting lost in

spaces

.

to the
The map of

But the
the open
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Maximizing duty f ree purchase s

Take a look at some numbers and computations now.

The last screen of the scavenger hunt says GOTO AAl.

You'll see on that screen that we have $100 to spend and we want to buy as
many Widgets as possible (at $2.7*0* That's because we can take back $100 of

such things duty free.

But to make it more interesting, each seven Widgets require a Whatsit to make
them work (for $1 .79) •

And the handling charge is 6.5%

Visicalc will save you all the computations!

Point with the cursor, the white bar in the top left, to the number of

Widgets, the "AA" near the upper left of the table of information on the
screen. The place you want is just under the word "number."

Try entering a new number of Widgets, perhaps half as many, to bring the

total you pay to under $100.

(Just type the number, eg, press a 2 and a 2, and press [RETURN].)

Watch the total cost in the lower right of the screen. it should change
before your eyes (or without your noticing, if you blink!).

If it's much below $100, enter a larger number of Widgets, maybe 33* and see
how that looks.

Adjust the number of Widgets until the total cost (with Whatsits and handling
charge) is under $100, but would go over if you added one more Widget.

Here's a simple example of Visicalc helping with complex computations.
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How does i t work?

The sample on the wall duplicates what you see on your screen, but includes
some important things you can see only one at a time in the "entry" window.
The formulas for computation are hiding under each "cell" or location in the
table. Have a look with your cursor. Move it to some interesting location in

the Widget "duty" spreadsheet.

You can get a glimpse of how it works by pointing at the various locations
where the computation is done. For example, go right down the "total" line to

see how Visicalc is told to multiply two numbers (the cost times the number of

Widgets) or to add a row of numbers (the cost of Widgets and Whatsits) or to

take a percentage.

Each time you point at a result (an entry location which displays the result
of a computation) you'll see in the "entry" line the instructions given to
Visicalc for carrying out the operations. The person who made up this table
for use with Visicalc just typed in those instructions while pointing at the
screen at this location!

If you move over to the number of Whatsits (remember that they depend on how
many Widgets you have) you'll see an instruction that includes the integer
function (@INT) since you need an even number of Whatsits and parts of a

Whatsit don't figure in to the price. (Also you see some adjustments to
"round up" the number needed, since @INT "rounds down," and to counteract the
addition of "1" when it already came out even, ie, a multiple of seven. But
you can ignore all this and go on to balance the federal budget instead!)

You can enter some of your own data and instructions:

Change the price of Widgets and Whatsits. (C46 and C48)
Change the % handling charge. (C52)

Add tax in row 51* (it will automatically appear in total.)
Add Whosers in row kj

.

(It will show up in subtotal.)

(These numbers may be different in a differnt version of the
"Widgets" data file.)

(You may need some help if you go on now to enter new instructions for
computations, but you'll find it easy to do.)

Have a try, if you like, before we go on to help out someone from the U.S.
Congress balance some budgets!

On second thought, the session is almost over. Let's look instead at some
graphs or recipies or games. Those who want to come back for a second session
on Visicalc can tackle the U.S. budget deficit!

(You could choose whatever other topic intrigues you.)



Games, graphs and recipies

You could enter your own table now, to compute whatever you like, or recall
from the storage on the disk a file of data on budgets (or whatever).

In either case, the next thing to do is to clear the memory of the "screens"
data for the scavenger hunt and the Widget factory.

Press "/" to tell Visicalc you wish to enter a command.
Look at the prompt line.

Press "C" to enter the CLEAR command, a drastic one indeed.

Press n
Y

,, to confirm the "clearing 1
' of memory.

Now you'll have a clean slate on which to write, and compute.

Press "/" again for another command.

Press "S" to tell Visicalc you want to enter a storage command.

Press "L" to say you want to load a file.

Hold down [CTRL] and press the right arrow to ask for the files stored on
disk. First, it will show the name "screens" for the file we just finished.
It shows on the prompt line. We will pass that one by; we don't want to load
i t aga i n

.

Hold down [CTRL] and press the right arrow again.
This time you should see "graphs" appear on the "prompt" line. This is the
one we want, so ....

Press [RETURN] to call into memory the "graphs" file.
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It may take a while to load. While it's coming in, review what you've

learned so far (and so easily):

1. How to move with [CTRL-ar row]

.

2. How to jump with "GO TO" ( > coordinates) .

3. Using the cursor to find what was entered in a cell (location)

k. Correcting typos or undoing a command (BACK S, BREAK, ESC) .

5. Adjusting a complex computation to meet an exact requirement.

6. Reading the formulas (computer instructions) from the table.

(Parts of this summary might well be given sooner.)

This information is sufficient to help poor Congr essper son Robin Raiden

balance the mailing budget for the next year, or even reduce the U.S. federal

deficit. But that's for another session.

We'll look at a different feature (graphs) or try a different application
(adjusting recipes for different numbers of people).

[More script may be needed here, although the basic understanding of Visicalc
should be enough to carry through now. And participants may wish to go off in

different directions. With a small group, one instructor can move around
answering questions and helping out, only occasionally calling everyone's
attention to a sample on the bulletin board or some information in the

handouts (or a brief verbal explanation of some point.]

Future sessions

This is much more than you want to do in one hour. Already you're far beyond
those who take courses in the computer store back home.

Plan to come back for the "advanced" session, or to work on your own. You
can get help loading the Visicalc software, calling in some files you wish to

try, and manipulating the figures to your own purpose. (Margarita's for 37

and one half!?!)

Also you can get questions answered about how to use these worksheets and to

make up your own!

You have just mastered the elements of Visicalc. It may take a little time to

convince yourself of that, but the basis for using Visicalc is there! You can
pick up the rest easily whenever you want to take the time.



ACTivity 2 for Visicalc
Moving into budgets and boat speeds, loans and laptimes
DRAFT 2 June 83 (c) Copyright Atari, Incorporated
Karl L . Zinn, 109 £• Madison, Ann Arbor, Ml A810A (3 1 3/7&3“^ 1 0)

*Begin this session with Visicalc loaded into the Atari, a “data disk' 1 in the
drive, resource materials at hand, and perhaps the file called “deficit 11

1 oaded

.

(Stick on labels and other aids used in the first session should may be
useful to have in the same place for those who benefit from the reminders.)

After a brief review of what you know how to do with Visicalc, you can take
off on your own.

The data disk in the disk drive has a number of sample files you can explore.
Notes about them are available for you to use.

But first, let's discuss any questions about Visicalc or the Atari computer.

(Any questions?)

Last time you moved effectively around the screen, collecting items on a

scavenger hunt. Also you may have adjusted the number of Widgets you can take
home to keep the total cost under $100 (to save paying any duty on the
purchase) . And you may have looked at a graphing worksheet or some other
sample.

If you wish to look again at those files they are called:

SCREENS - for the scavenger hunt with the Widget factory.

WIDGETS - for a separate, smaller file, just for the recomputations.

GRAPHS - for simple histograms.

You can choose what you want to try next. You'll find some help in the notes
near your work station. Or we can all work through the mail budget and
deficit in the federal budget.

You remember to load a file you:

Press “/“ to tell Visicalc you wish to enter a command.

Press “S“ to specify a Storage command.

Press “L“ to ask to Load a file.

Hold down CNTR and press the right arrow to get the file;
press RETURN to call the file named into memory.
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MA I L - Bringing the office mail budget under control.

This is adapted from a demonstration for members of the U.S. Congress. You

are asked to suggest ways to bring the budget for printing and mailing under

control, and so experiment with cutting cost of duplication, number of pieces

mailed, and frequency of mailings.

Begin by cutting down on the cost of a mailing, eg, less expensive paper or

more efficient preparation. (Just point to the appropriate cell and enter a

new figure for costs.)

Watch the total cell to see how you are doing.

Perhaps the thing to do is cut down on the number of mailings per year, or

cut back on the size of the mailing list.

Visicalc always keeps you up to date on the "bottom line" implications of

your dec i s i ons

.

FEDERAL - A summary of the U.S. federal budget for 1 982—87

•

The data are from the Congressional Budget Office. It fits in the same
workspace with MAIL. The places to cut are obvious (but people in the States
just don't agree on the obvious!). It's fun to work through the entire budget
and (using a "window") watch the effect on the "bottom line!"

You set up a window with a special command:

/ W H (for horizontal)

You can also get some help from fixing the row and column titles with another
command

:

/ T B

Then see where you can cut expenses, or decide where you want to raise taxes,

to reduce the deficit!
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GRAPHS - A simple histogram.

The demonstration in this workspace is very small, begging to be expanded.
It adapts to whatever "cell" size (column width) has been chosen. It

"normalizes" by checking for the maximum entry to be graphed and relates
everything else to that.

One of the things you might like to do is enter some computation which will

be graphed:

sine function [ @S I N (A5) ]

where you use the "replicate" command to name cells corresponding to A5,

carrying successive values of "x."

Notice that the values which are graphed are always "normalized" against the

largest value to be graphed. That is, everything is divided by the maximum
value which Visicalc finds among the individual values.

Also you should try changing the column width:

/ G C 3^ (to make it spaces wide!)

Then also put "3V‘ or whatever in the cell which is used in adjusting the

computations to the current column width.

This is an interesting feature of Visicalc. You can get all manner of

interesting effects with it!



RECIPE How many are coming over for Margarita's?

This simple template is ready to take the number of servings (in place of 0)

and will recompute how much of each ingredient to use. It's easy to add other
r ec

i
p i es

.

You can go many directions with this:

Fill in other r ec
i
pes

.

Add costs of ingredients to compute total cost easily.

Adjust to whole lemons and other things that can't be purchased in little
bits.

This one is quite similar to Widgets and Mail expenses, so it should be easy
to use and extend.

GRAINS - Grains of wheat on a chessboard.

How many grains of wheat with one on the first square, two on the second,
four on the third, etc.? The spreadsheet is filled out and annotated already.
Perhaps it's more interesting to fill out the column for yourself by entering
the Replication command to "spray" the values down the screen!

You do that by entering first a constant, and a equation that builds on it.

In this case

:

2 * A3

Then you "replicate" that formula in as many cells below as you wish.
Position the cursor in the cell with the formula and:

/ R

You are prompted for the "source" range, which is just the cell to which you
are pointing presently, so just press [RETURN].

Then you are prompted for the "target" range, which is 40 or more cells which
are immediately below.

Point to the next cell down, and press the [.] (period) key.

Now you'll be prompted for the end of the range, so move the cursor down as
far as you like, and press [RETURN]. (As a shortcut you can enter a cell name
such as A88 instead.)

Then you'll be prompted for what is relative. Since you want to A3 to
increase by one every time the equation is replicated down the screen you
press

:

R (for relative)

And you'll see the new values spray out down the screen!
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L A PT I ME S - Lap times for various distances on a quarter mile (or other
track) .

The screen is already filled with data --and it goes far beyond the screen!
You can enter other distances for the track (or mileposts) and read the lap

times or "splits" off the table. Staff at the club may have better ideas for

aid to sports and recreation activity.

This is another example (similar to recipes and grains of wheat) which really
needs an individual touch to be useful and appreciated. Put in some of your
own running distances and speeds.

Perhaps you would change the columns so that you put in the intended total
time (rather than per-mile time) and let Visicalc fill out the mileposts as

well as lap t i mes

.

This is one that shows the storage limits of Visicalc. Watch the number in

the upper right (in the status window) for an indication of how much memory is

left for you to use. (The digits indicate thousands --K-- of characters of

memory left. )

Labels take up space too, as do complex equations. Perhaps with some
simplifications you can get more in the sheet!
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VELOCITY - Computation of speed of sailboat.

Various design parameters figure in to the computation. The algorithm
requires reaching a balance between heeling and righting moments by successive
approximations, a nice demonstration of Visicalc. However, the arrangement on
the screen presently requires two recalculations before the figures “migrate 11

as necessary across and down the screen.

By rearranging the formulas on the screen you should be able to get rid of

the need to recalculate twice.

Notice that the “recalculation" is set on “manual." Since otherwise Visicalc
does a (time-consuming) computation after each entry, and one only needs the
recalculation after everything is entered, this worksheet is set on “manual"
reca 1 cu 1 a t i on

.

Each time you want to see the result you need to press [!] to call on the
ca 1 cu 1 at i ons

.

For those interested in sailing, this is a fun program to modify. It is an
over s i mpl i cat i on of complex computer programs used for design of boats.
Although it's not practical, it's interesting to check your understanding of

boat design and speed.

Don't hesitate to challenge the results. Especially at extremes (very little
wind, very long boats, etc.) the results may be strange (velocity faster than
the w i nd speed? ! ) .

You should have a good time modifying some of the parameters. The
intermediate computations you will see in the “G" column, and a few constants
appear nearby in the “F" column. You'll find you need to “GOTO" to jump about
and check out how the intermediate calculations are done. But also look for
the short description prepared by the boat designer (and math teacher and
cartoonist) who offered this example for your enjoyment!
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LOAN - Simple approach to cost of a car loan.

How much down? For how many years? Then how much per month and what is the
“cost" of the loan? Will special interest rates save over another purchase at
a lower price?

MORTGAGE - Somewhat more complicated table for handling house mortgage. In

use it has more prompts to guide one through, but the model and procedure are
less obvious.

AMORTIZE - Similar to MORTGAGE.

DEPRECIATE - More than you want to think about money today.

NETWORTH - A personal statement of assets and liabilities.

You can easily replace the sample data with your own, as best you can recall,
and a little selective recall (enhancing assets and overlooking some
liabilities) may be a good thing to do while on vacation!

This is a very simple table, designed to fill a page on the printer.


